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metric e�ciency by supplementing our experimental variation

with non-experimental variation caused by consumer browsing
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Online advertising now represents 21% of all advertising in the United

States, but online retail represents only 5.5% of all retail purchases.1 This

divergence makes sense if online advertising’s e↵ects go beyond e-commerce

to o✏ine purchases. However, the o✏ine impact has been di�cult to mea-

sure. In this paper, we make a significant advance in such measurement,

reporting the results of a controlled experiment with an unprecedented num-

ber of individuals, randomizing exposure to online advertising, and linking

it to data on both o✏ine and online purchases.

At more than 1% of GDP, the hundreds of billions of dollars spent on

advertising each year2 not only represent substantial economic activity but

also raise many interesting economic questions: how does advertising change

consumer behavior, a↵ect firm competition, and impact consumer welfare?

However, before we can credibly obtain answers to these deep questions, we

first need an empirical strategy to identify the causal e↵ects of advertising.

Our research takes a major step in the direction of understanding the e↵ects

of brand advertising on consumer purchases.

The most unique feature of this research is our ability to demonstrate

the e↵ectiveness of online advertising on in-store purchases. In general, on-

line advertising has provided greater measurement opportunities than has

advertising in traditional media. Online advertisers get one automatic mea-

surement of interest through reports on the number of clicks on the ads.

With additional e↵ort, they can also install software to track the number of

online “conversions” (e.g., making a purchase, filling out a form) that con-

1 Online is $36 billion relative to approximately $176 billion, or roughly 21% (IAB,
“2012 Annual Report,” http://www.iab.net/about the iab/annual report); 5.5% of all
retail purchase are done online (US Census Bureau, “Quarterly Retail e-Commerce Sales:
1st Quarter 2013,” http://www.census.gov/retail/mrts/www/data/pdf/ec current.pdf).

2$176 billion is spent on advertising according to the 2012 IAB report; 2012 US GDP
was $15.7 trillion according to the US Census Bureau. See footnote 1 for more details.
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sumers make after viewing or clicking a particular ad. However, the focus on

online measurement has not created many opportunities to study e↵ects on

brick-and-mortar purchases. This research provides a unique opportunity

to do so through the matching of individual purchase data at a retail store

to individual user accounts on Yahoo!

Unlike most studies of advertising, which typically study advertising by

manufacturers, we study the e↵ects of a retail image advertising campaign.

Our advertising aims to generate additional purchases for a retailer by tar-

geting its previous customers with advertising that promotes a positive im-

age of the store. Instead of featuring a special o↵er, price discount, or prod-

uct details, this advertising simply features beautiful images of products and

emphasizes the name of the retail store.

Brand image advertising presents di�cult measurement problems because

of the indirect nature of its e↵ects. Direct-response advertising (such as

catalog mailings, “call now” TV ads, and most search advertising) measures

its success by immediate responses. Online display ads do generate some

clicks leading to the online store, but a brand image campaign is designed to

produce longer-term consumer goodwill as well. In this paper, we provide

evidence that online ads do produce e↵ects beyond the click—on purchases

both online and in physical stores. We also show that the majority of the

impact on purchases comes from viewers who never clicked the ads.

Controlled experiments quantifying the e↵ects of brand advertising on

sales are rather rare in practice.3 Advertisers often change their levels of

3By contrast, experiments are more common in direct-response advertising. Direct-
mail advertisers have a culture of randomizing aspects of the mailings—even minute
details such as ink color and envelope size. We were fortunate to have a partner at our
retailer who previously worked in retail catalog mailings and was therefore familiar with
the benefits of experimentation.
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advertising over time, as they run discrete campaigns during di↵erent calen-

dar periods, but this variation does not produce clean data for measuring the

e↵ects of advertising because other variables also change concurrently over

time. For example, if a retailer advertises more during December than in

other months, we do not know how much of the increased sales to attribute

to the advertising and how much to increased holiday demand. Indeed, the

relationship between sales and advertising is a textbook example of the en-

dogeneity problem in econometrics: Berndt (1991) reviews the observational

literature on advertising in his applied-econometrics text, which emphasizes

the simultaneity problem in firms’ advertising choices.

As Levitt and List (2009) point out, field experiments have become in-

creasingly important in economics and the social sciences as researchers

have recognized their value for creating exogenous variation and eliminating

the econometric problems of selection and omitted-variable bias. The field

of marketing produced a number of early field experiments on the e↵ects of

brand advertising. As we briefly review this literature, we will note a feature

that we rediscovered in our own work: statistical precision is quite di�cult

to obtain in measuring the e↵ects of brand advertising on purchases.

Early marketing experiments generated randomized advertising exposure

across a small number of geographic units. Acko↵ and Emsho↵ (1975) eval-

uated the e↵ects of increased or decreased quantities of advertising on Bud-

weiser beer sales with six geographical areas per treatment.4 Eastlack and

Rao (1989) reported on a series of advertising experiments for Campbell’s

Soup with 31 geographic units of observation. Aaker and Carman (1982,

pp. 59-61) review 69 early experiments reported in nine di↵erent sources

4Allaire (1975) pointed out that the authors had failed to quantify the uncertainty in
their estimates, and their interesting e↵ects turned out to be statistically insignificant.
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that vary the level of advertising; fewer than 40% of the individual tests

produced statistically significant results, despite using mild statistical sig-

nificance thresholds (at least half of the experiments used significance levels

of 0.40). One could read these results as saying that sometimes advertising

works and sometimes it does not, but we have come to interpret the absence

of statistical significance as symptomatic of low statistical power.

The most significant predecessors to our work are the studies exploiting

IRI’s BehaviorScan technology, specifically developed for advertisers to ex-

periment with television ads and measure the e↵ects on sales. These studies

split a cable-TV signal to generate more exposure for a given television ad

in treatment versus control groups. They measured supermarket sales via

scanner data for panels of approximately 3,000 households whose TV ex-

posure could be manipulated. Abraham and Lodish (1990) report on 360

studies done for di↵erent brands, but many of the tests turned out to be

statistically insignificant. Lodish et al. (1995a) report that only 49% of

the 360 tests were significant at the 20% level (one-sided) and then go on

to perform a meta-analysis showing that much of the conventional wisdom

among advertising executives did not help to explain which ads were rela-

tively more e↵ective in influencing sales. Lodish et al. (1995b) investigate

long-run e↵ects, showing that for the subset of ads that produced statisti-

cally significant results during a year-long experiment, positive e↵ects also

tend to obtain in the two subsequent years. Hu, Lodish and Krieger (2007)

perform a follow-up study and find that similar tests conducted after 1995

produce larger impacts on sales, though more than two-thirds of the tests

remain statistically insignificant.

We began this research project expecting that an experiment with more
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than a million customers would give precise statistical results—we now think

otherwise. As we will demonstrate, an economically significant (i.e., prof-

itable) e↵ect of advertising could easily fail to be statistically significant even

in a clean experiment with hundreds of thousands of observations per treat-

ment. The variance of sales can be quite high, and an advertising campaign

can be economically profitable even when it explains only a tiny fraction of

sales. Looking for the e↵ects of brand advertising is like looking for a needle

in a haystack.5 As a result, we understand why the experimental stud-

ies reviewed above produced point estimates that were usually statistically

insignificant at conventional levels. By studying over a million users, we

shrink confidence intervals to the point where e↵ects of economically inter-

esting magnitudes have a reasonable chance of being statistically significant.

Even then, to obtain sharp statistical significance we choose to augment our

experimental variation with potentially endogenous non-experimental vari-

ation in the data.

For an example of an observational study of the economics of advertis-

ing, we consider the work of Ackerberg (2001, 2003).6 This work uses of

panel-data methods on individual-level matched data on yogurt advertising

and purchases for 2,000 households. By exploiting the panel nature of the

5By contrast, direct-response advertising may produce more statistical power in ex-
periments than brand advertising, because the ads are more salient (higher signal) and
produce more immediate responses (less noise). This may explain why direct-mail mar-
keters are more likely to engage in experimentation than other advertisers (see footnote 3).
Recent examples in the academic literature include Simester et al. (2009), who experi-
mentally vary the frequency of catalog mailings; Bertrand et al. (2010), who vary the ad
creative and the interest rate in loan o↵ers by mail; and Ghose and Yang (2009), who
measure the impact of sponsored search advertisements on total clicks for the advertiser
on the search-results page.

6For a survey of empirical and theoretical work on the economics of advertising, see
Bagwell (2008). DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2010) reviews empirical work on persua-
sion more generally, including advertising and other communication to charitable donors,
voters, investors, and retail consumers.
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dataset for credible identification, Ackerberg shows positive e↵ects of adver-

tising for a new product (Yoplait 150), particularly for consumers previously

inexperienced with the product.

Because our data, like Ackerberg’s, has a panel structure with individ-

ual sales data both before and after the advertising campaign, we employ a

di↵erences-in-di↵erences (DID) estimator7 that exploits both experimental

and non-experimental variation in ad exposure. DID yields a similar point

estimate to the simple experimental di↵erence, but with higher precision.

We therefore prefer the more e�cient DID estimate, despite the need to

impose an extra identifying assumption (any time-varying individual het-

erogeneity in purchasing behavior must be uncorrelated with advertising

exposure). In principle, our preferred estimator could have been computed

in the absence of an experiment, but we still rely heavily on the experiment

for two reasons: 1) the simple experimental di↵erence tests the DID iden-

tifying assumption and makes us much more confident in the results than

would have been possible with standard observational data, and 2) the ex-

periment generates substantial additional variation in advertising exposure,

thus increasing the precision of the estimate.

The paper proceeds as follows. We present the design of the experiment

in Section I and describe the data in Section II. In Section III, we measure

the e↵ect on sales during the experimental advertising campaign. In Sec-

tion IV, we measure the persistence of advertising’s e↵ect after the end of

the campaign and after a much smaller follow-up campaign, asking whether

the ads produce incremental sales or merely accelerate consumer purchases

forward in time. In Section V, we examine how the treatment e↵ect of on-

7Other panel models satisfy a similar role; we use DID for its conceptual simplicity.
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line advertising varies across several dimensions that we hope will be useful

in developing the theory of advertising. These include the e↵ect on on-

line versus o✏ine sales, the e↵ect on users who click ads versus those who

merely view, the e↵ect on users who see few versus many ads, and the e↵ect

on consumers’ probability of purchasing versus average purchase size. The

final section concludes.

I. Experimental Design

This experiment randomized individual-level exposure to a nationwide

retailer’s display-advertising campaign on Yahoo! To measure the causal

e↵ects of the advertising on individuals’ weekly purchases both online and

in stores, we matched the retailer’s customer database against Yahoo!’s user

database, yielding a sample of 1,577,256 individuals who matched on name

and either email or postal address. Note that the population under study is

therefore the set of the retailer’s existing customers who log in to Yahoo!8

Of these matched users, we randomly assigned 81% to a treatment group

who were eligible to see ads from the retailer’s two campaigns on Yahoo!

The remaining 19% served as a control group who saw none of the retailer’s

ads on Yahoo! The simple randomization ensures the treatment-control

assignment is independent of all other variables.

We exposed the treatment group of 1.3 million Yahoo! users to a two-week

advertising campaign in the fall of 2007. Several weeks later we exposed

them to a follow-up advertising campaign, without re-randomizing, so the

treatment group remained constant for both campaigns. We will focus most

of our analysis on the first campaign (hereafter, “the campaign”) because

8The retailer selected for the match a subset of their customers to whom they wished
to advertise. We do not have precise information about their selection rule.
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Table 1—Summary Statistics for the Campaigns

The Campaign Follow-up Campaign Both

Time Period Covered Early Fall ’07 Late Fall ’07
Length of Campaign 14 days 10 days
Number of Ads Displayed 32,272,816 9,664,332 41,937,148
Number of Users Shown Ads 814,052 721,378 867,839
% Treatment Viewing Ads 63.7% 56.5% 67.9%
Mean Ad Views per Viewer 39.6 13.4 48.3

it is much larger, comprising 77% of both campaigns’ ad views. Because

persistent e↵ects of the campaign may prevent us from separately identi-

fying the e↵ects of the follow-up campaign, we examine the latter only in

Section IV on long-run e↵ects of the advertising.9

Table 1 gives summary statistics for the campaign and the follow-up cam-

paign, which delivered 32 million and 10 million impressions, respectively.

The campaign exposed 814,000 users to advertising for the retailer, while the

follow-up campaign increased the total number of exposed users to 868,000.

Exposed individuals received an average of 40 ad impressions per person

in the first campaign, versus 48 ad impressions across both campaigns.

Control-group users, by contrast, saw a variety of other advertisements:

they saw whatever ads would have been served to the treatment group if the

retailer had not purchased this campaign on Yahoo! This makes the control-

treatment di↵erence exactly the right comparison to answer the question,

“What is the total di↵erence in sales caused by this retailer’s ad campaign?”

These were the only ads shown by this retailer on Yahoo! during this

time period. However, Yahoo! ads represent only a fraction of the retailer’s

9Early drafts of this paper also examined a third campaign, whose analysis required
an imperfect data merge. For improved data reliability and simplicity of exposition we
now choose to omit all references to the third campaign.
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Figure 1. Yahoo! Front Page with Large Rectangular Advertisement

overall advertising budget, which included other media such as newspaper

and direct mail. Fortunately, randomization makes the Yahoo! advertising

uncorrelated with any other influences on shopping behavior, including other

ad campaigns on other media. Our experimental estimate will therefore

give an unbiased estimate of the causal e↵ects of the Yahoo! advertising.

By contrast, our preferred DID estimate could, in principle, be biased by

simultaneous advertising in other media a↵ecting our treated and untreated

consumers di↵erently; we discuss this possibility in more detail below.

The ads were “run-of-network” ads on Yahoo! This means that ads ap-

peared on various Yahoo! sites, such as mail.yahoo.com, groups.yahoo.com,

and maps.yahoo.com. Figure 1 shows a typical display advertisement placed

on Yahoo! This large rectangular ad for Netflix10 is similar in size and shape

to the advertisements in this experiment.

10Netflix was not the retailer in this experiment—the retailer prefers anonymity.
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Following the experiment, Yahoo! and the retailer sent data to a third

party who matched the retail sales data to the Yahoo! browsing data. The

third party then anonymized the data to protect the privacy of customers

so that neither party could identify individual users in the matched dataset.

In addition, the retailer disguised actual sales amounts by multiplying by

an undisclosed number between 0.1 and 10. Hence, all financial quantities

such as costs and sales will be reported in R$, or “Retail Dollars,” rather

than US dollars.

II. Data Description

We describe the Yahoo! advertising data and the retailer sales data for

the set of matched customers. Then, after highlighting the high variance of

the sales data, we discuss the statistical power of our experiment to detect

economically meaningful treatment e↵ects due to advertising.

A. Advertising Data

Table 2 shows summary statistics consistent with a successfully random-

ized experiment.11 The treatment group was 59.7% female while the control

group was 59.5% female, a statistically insignificant di↵erence (p = 0.212).

The proportion of individuals who did any browsing on the Yahoo! network

during the two-week campaign was 76.4% in each group (p = 0.537). Even

though 76.4% of the treatment group visited Yahoo! during the campaign,

11Only one di↵erence between treatment groups in this table is statistically significant.
The mean number of Yahoo! page views was 363 for the treatment group versus 358 for
the control, a statistically significant di↵erence (p = 0.0016). This di↵erence is rather
small in magnitude and largely driven by outliers: almost all of the top 30 page viewers
ended up being assigned to the treatment group. If we trim the top 250 out of 1.6 million
individuals from the dataset (that is, remove all bot-like users with 12,000 or more page
views in two weeks), the di↵erence is no longer significant at the 5% level. The lack of
significance remains true whether we trim the top 500, 1000, or 5000 observations.
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Table 2—Basic Summary Statistics for the Campaign

Control Treatment

% Female 59.50% 59.70%
% Retailer Ad Views > 0 0.00% 63.70%
% Yahoo Page Views > 0 76.40% 76.40%

Mean Y! Page Views per Person 358 363
Mean Ad Views per Person 0 25
Mean Ad Clicks per Person 0 0.056
% Ad Impressions Clicked (CTR) - 0.28%
% Viewers Clicking at Least Once - 7.20%

only 63.7% of the treatment group actually received pages containing the

retailer’s ads. On average, a visitor received these ads on 7.0% of the pages

she visited on Yahoo! The probability of being shown an ad on a particular

page depends on a number of variables, including user demographics, the

user’s past browsing history, and the topic of the page visited.
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Among Yahoo! users who saw one or more of the campaign’s ads, the

number of ad views is quite skewed, as shown in Figure 2. The large num-

bers in the upper tail are likely due to the activity of non-human “bots,” or

automated browsing programs. Restricting attention to users in the retail

database match should reduce the number of bots in the sample, since each

user in our sample has previously made a purchase at the retailer. Nev-

ertheless, we still see a small number of likely bots with extreme browsing

behavior. Most users saw fewer than 100 ads, with a mere 1.0% viewing

more than 500 ads during the two-week campaign. The largest number of

ad views by a single user was 6,050.12

One standard measure of online ad e↵ectiveness is the click-through rate

(CTR): the fraction of ads clicked. Table 2 shows that the campaign’s CTR

was 0.28%. Our individual data also allow us to calculate the “clicker rate”:

7.2% of those who received ads clicked at least one of them. Below, we will

give evidence that ads a↵ect not only the users who click the ads but also

those who do not.

B. Sales Data

Table 3 provides a weekly summary of the sales data, spanning approx-

imately twelve weeks. We have three weeks preceding, two weeks during,

and one week following the campaign, immediately followed by the same se-

quence for the follow-up campaign. Sales amounts include all purchases that

the retailer could link to each individual customer in the database.13 The

12Although the data suggests extreme numbers of ads, Yahoo! engages in extensive
anti-fraud e↵orts to ensure fair pricing of its products and services. In particular, not all
ad impressions in our dataset were charged to the retailer as valid impressions.

13If these customers make purchases that cannot be tracked by the retailer, our es-
timate will underestimate the total e↵ect of advertising on sales. However, the retailer
claims to attribute 90% of purchases to the correct customer account via several methods,
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Table 3—Weekly Sales Summary

µ � Min Max Customers Online

The Campaign
09/24 3 Weeks Before R$ 0.939 14.1 -932.04 4156.01 42,809 13.2%
10/01 2 Weeks Before R$ 0.937 14.1 -1380.97 3732.03 41,635 14.8%
10/08 1 Week Before R$ 0.999 14.3 -1332.04 3379.61 43,769 16.0%
10/15 Week 1 During R$ 0.987 13.5 -2330.10 2163.11 43,956 15.4%
10/22 Week 2 During R$ 0.898 13.3 -1520.39 2796.12 40,971 15.4%
10/29 Week 1 Following R$ 0.861 13.3 -1097.96 3516.51 40,152 15.7%

Follow-up Campaign
11/02 3 Weeks Before R$ 1.386 16.4 -1574.95 3217.30 52,776 12.9%
11/09 2 Weeks Before R$ 1.327 16.6 -654.70 5433.00 57,192 13.4%
11/16 1 Week Before R$ 0.956 13.4 -2349.61 2506.57 45,359 16.4%
11/23 Week 1 During R$ 1.299 16.7 -1077.83 3671.75 53,428 17.6%
11/30 Week 2 (3 Days) R$ 0.784 14.0 -849.51 3669.13 29,927 12.4%
12/03 Week 1 Following R$ 1.317 16.1 -2670.87 5273.86 57,522 16.7%

Note: N=1,577,256 observations per week.

sales data can be broken down into online and o✏ine (in-store) components,

representing 15% and 85% of the total, respectively.

Table 3 shows that in spite of being averaged across 1.6 million individ-

uals, mean weekly sales are rather volatile, ranging from R$0.86 to more

than R$1.39 per person. Holidays, store-wide promotions, and other sea-

sonal events contribute to these wide swings in sales. Even higher variance

can be seen across individuals within weeks, with a standard deviation of

approximately R$14 each week. The mean includes a large mass of zeroes, as

less than 4% of individuals transact with the store in any given week (see last

column of Table 3). For those who do transact, the purchases exhibit large

positive and negative amounts, though well over 90% of purchase amounts

lie between -R$100 and +R$200. Negative purchase amounts represent net

returns of merchandise; we do not exclude these observations from our anal-

ysis as advertising could influence purchases even for consumers who return

such as matching the name on a customer’s credit card at checkout.
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more than they purchase during a given time period.

C. Sales Variance and Statistical Power

The high variance in the individual data implies surprisingly low power for

our statistical tests. Many economists have the intuition that a sample size

of a million observations is so large that any economically interesting e↵ect

of advertising will be highly statistically significant. Though we shared this

intuition before seeing the results of our experiment, we find that this view

turns out to be incorrect in our setting, where the variance of individual

purchases (driven by myriad idiosyncratic factors) makes for a rather large

haystack in which to seek the needle of advertising’s e↵ects.

For concreteness, we perform an example power calculation. Suppose

hypothetically that the campaign were so successful that the firm would

have obtained a 100% short-run return on its investment. The campaign

cost approximately R$25,000 to the retailer,14 or R$0.02 per treatment-

group member, so a 100% return would represent a R$0.04 increase in cash

flow due to the ads. Consultation with retail-industry experts leads us to

estimate this retailer’s margins to be approximately 50%, a relatively high

margin. Then a cash-flow increase of R$0.04 represents incremental revenues

of R$0.08, evenly divided between the retail margin and the cost of goods

sold. These hypothesized incremental revenues of R$0.08 represent a 4%

increase in mean sales per person (R$1.89) during the two-week campaign.

For this hypothetical advertising investment with a 100% return, can we

reject the null hypothesis of no e↵ect of advertising? To answer this ques-

14Because of the custom targeting to the selected database of known retailer customers,
Yahoo! charged the retailer an appropriately higher rate, roughly five times the price of
an equivalent untargeted campaign. In our return-on-investment calculations, we use the
actual price charged to the retailer for the custom targeting.
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tion, we note that the standard deviation of two-week sales (R$19) is ap-

proximately ten times mean sales and 250 times the hypothesized treatment

e↵ect. Even with 300,000 control-group members and 1,200,000 treatment-

group members, the standard deviation of the di↵erence in sample means

will remain as large as R$0.035. This gives confidence intervals with a width

of ±R$0.07 when we hope to detect an e↵ect of R$0.08. Under our specified

alternative hypothesis of the retailer doubling its money, the probability of

finding a statistically significant e↵ect of advertising with a two-tailed 5%

test is only 63%. For the alternative hypothesis of a more modestly suc-

cessful campaign—assume the retailer only breaks even on its advertising

dollars with a revenue increase of only R$0.04—the probability of rejection

is only 21%. These power calculations show a surprisingly high probabil-

ity of type-II error, indicating that the very large scale of our experiment

puts us exactly at the measurement frontier where we can hope to detect

statistically significant e↵ects of an economically meaningful campaign.15,16

III. Treatment E↵ect Estimates for the Campaign

We estimate the e↵ect of advertising on sales during the two weeks of

the campaign by computing the treatment e↵ect on the treated using the

exogenous variation from the experiment. Then we show that without an

experiment, an observational study of endogenous cross-sectional variation

would have yielded spurious results: the point estimate has the opposite

15This power calculation helps us understand why Lodish et al. (1995a) used a 20%
one-sided test as their threshold for statistical significance, a level that at first seemed
surprisingly high. Note that their sample sizes were closer to 3,000 than to our 1.6 million.

16We now realize the importance of doing such power calculations before running an
experiment, even one with over a million subjects. Lewis and Rao (2012) present a
more detailed analysis of the statistical imprecision to be expected even in well-designed
advertising experiments.
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sign and three times the magnitude of our experimental point estimate. By

contrast, we do not find a large bias with observational panel data, as we

next show that a di↵erence-in-di↵erences estimator provides a very similar

point estimate. Because the DID estimator also produces smaller standard

errors in this setting, we adopt it as our preferred estimate. Finally, we use

the experiment to provide tests of the additional identifying assumptions

required by DID.

A. Estimating the Experimental Treatment E↵ect on the Treated

Although we want to estimate the treatment e↵ect for individuals who are

treated with ads, we start with a simple model of the sales di↵erence between

the treatment and control groups as a whole, including those individuals who

did not browse Yahoo! enough to receive ads:

(1) y

i

= y0 + �Z

i

+ ✏

i

.

Here, i indexes the individual, y is sales, Z is the random assignment to

the treatment or control group, y0 is the control group’s average sales per

person, and ✏ is the error term. Our parameter of interest is �, the average

di↵erence in purchases between the treatment and control groups, which

corresponds to the treatment e↵ect on the intent to treat (Angrist, Imbens,

and Rubin 1996).

Figure 3 compares histograms of total sales (online plus o✏ine) during

the campaign for the treatment and control groups. For readability, these

histograms omit a spike at zero that would represent the 95% of individuals

who made no transaction. We also exclude the most extreme outliers by

trimming approximately 0.5% of the positive purchases from both the left
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Figure 3. Sales During the Campaign by Treatment and Control

and the right of the graph.17 Relative to the control, the treatment density

has less mass in the negative part of the distribution, corresponding to net

returns, and more mass in the positive part of the distribution. Some of

the most prominent di↵erences circled in the figure point towards a positive

treatment e↵ect.

The descriptive statistics in Table 4 enable us to compute the simple

di↵erence between treatment and control groups in equation 1. During the

campaign the treatment group purchased R$1.894 per person, compared to

the control group at R$1.842 per person. The di↵erence of R$0.053 (0.038)

per person represents the treatment e↵ect of the intent to treat with ads.

17Out of 75,000 observations with nonzero purchase amounts, we trim about 400 ob-
servations from the left and 400 from the right in the histograms. However, we leave all
outliers in our analysis, despite their large variance, because customers who account for
a large share of sales may also account for a large share of the ad e↵ect. Further, because
all data were recorded electronically, we do not suspect typos in the data. Trimming the
outliers from the analysis does not appreciably change our results.
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Table 4—Mean Sales by Treatment Group and Exposure

Number of Mean Sales Mean Sales Mean Sales
Observations Before Campaign During Campaign Di↵erence

(2 weeks) (2 weeks) (During - Before)

Control: 299,426 R$ 1.945 R$ 1.842 -R$ 0.103
(0.037) (0.033) (0.048)

Treatment: 1,277,830 1.934 1.894 -0.039
(0.018) (0.017) (0.024)

Exposed: 814,052 1.813 1.811 -0.002
(0.021) (0.021) (0.029)

Not Exposed: 463,778 2.146 2.042 -0.104
(0.034) (0.031) (0.042)

The e↵ect is not statistically significant at the 5% level (p = 0.162, two-

sided).18 As a randomization check, we show that before the campaign this

di↵erence is much smaller (and opposite in sign): R$1.934 in treatment

versus R$1.95 in control, a di↵erence of -R$0.012 (0.041). Both of these

sales di↵erences can be viewed as estimates of equation 1; we restate them

in Table 5 along with the other treatment-e↵ect estimates we are about to

compute.

Our simple calculation has estimated the causal e↵ect of the intent to

treat with ads (�), but what we really want to estimate is the treatment

e↵ect on the treated. Figure 4 illustrates that 36% of consumers in the

treatment group received no ads due to their endogenous browsing behav-

ior. The randomization ensures that 36% of the control group also would

have received no ads had they been in the treatment group. Ideally, we

would remove the unexposed 36% from both treatment and control groups

to eliminate the 36% dilution and obtain an estimate of the treatment e↵ect

18However, it does easily exceed the 20% one-sided significance threshold used to de-
clare a campaign successful in Lodish et al. (1995a).
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Figure 4. Experimental Design: Ad Exposure by Treatment and Control

on the treated. Unfortunately, we are unable to observe which control-group

members would have seen ads for this campaign had they been in the treat-

ment group.19 This means we cannot remove the statistical noise of the

endogenously untreated individuals; in subsection III.B, we will show that

dropping these untreated treatment-group individuals in our cross-sectional

comparisons generates considerable selection bias.

However, we can compute an unbiased estimate of the treatment e↵ect on

the treated, in spite of the endogenous ad exposure, via a simple rescaling.

19We recorded zero ad views for every member of the control group and, hence, cannot
identify the control group members who would have seen ads. The Yahoo! ad server
uses a complicated set of targeting rules and inventory constraints to determine which
ad to show to a given individual on a given page. For example, one advertiser’s ad
might be shown more often on Yahoo! Mail than on Yahoo! Finance. If some other
advertiser targeted females under 30 during the same time period, then our ad campaign
might have been relatively more likely to be seen by other demographic groups. Our
treatment-control assignment represented an additional constraint. We eschew modeling
the counterfactual distribution of ad delivery to the control group because we know such
modeling would be imperfect and thereby risk biasing our results.
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We define the following system of equations:

y

i

= ↵ + �x

i

+ ✏

i

(2)

x

i

= ⇡Z

i

+ ⌫

i

(3)

where x
i

is an indicator variable for whether individual i saw at least one of

the retailer’s ads, � is the treatment e↵ect on the treated, ⇡ is the fraction of

treatment-group users who received at least one ad impression (= 0.64), and

⌫ is the first-stage residual. Under mild assumptions � corresponds to the

local average treatment e↵ect (LATE; see Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin 1996)

and can be estimated via 2-stage least squares (2SLS) using the randomiza-

tion, Z, as the instrument. Reducing this system of equations yields a rather

intuitive relationship: � = �

⇡

. That is, the treatment-on-the-treated estima-

tor is numerically equivalent to merely scaling up our diluted intent-to-treat

estimate of R$0.053 by dividing by ⇡ = 0.64, the fraction of individuals

treated. This gives an estimate (column 2 of Table 5) of the treatment ef-

fect on those treated with ads: R$0.083 (0.059). The standard error also

scales proportionally, leaving statistical significance una↵ected (p = 0.162).

B. Spurious Results from Cross-Sectional Observational Data

Before proceeding, we highlight the kind of spurious result that can oc-

cur with non-experimental data. Abraham (2008) reports in the Harvard

Business Review how comScore uses cross-sectional comparisons of its obser-

vations of two million Internet browsers to perform advertising e↵ectiveness

studies for clients. The article, which reports large increases in sales due

to online advertising, describes its methodology as follows: “Measuring the

online sales impact of an online ad or a paid-search campaign—in which a
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company pays to have its link appear at the top of a page of search results—is

straightforward: We determine who has viewed the ad, then compare online

purchases made by those who have and those who have not seen it.” In this

article, Abraham, like a number of other industry analysts we have met,

ignores the endogeneity created by users’ media consumption: we should

expect correlation of users’ browsing behavior with their shopping behavior

even in the absence of ads.

If we had estimated the e↵ect of advertising by a cross-sectional obser-

vational study in this manner, we would have obtained a very di↵erent

answer. Without a control group, we would be left with a comparison of

endogenously treated versus untreated individuals, equivalent to estimating

� (equation 2) without instrumenting for exposure (equation 3). We see

from comparing the last two rows of Table 4 that instead of an increase of

R$0.083 due to ads, we would have estimated the di↵erence to be -R$0.23!

The di↵erence between the exposed consumers (R$1.81) and the unexposed

consumers (R$2.04) would have been reported as highly statistically signifi-

cant, but we know from the unbiased experimental estimate that this result

would have been quite inaccurate.

The large selection bias results from shopping behavior that happens to

be correlated with ad views: in this population, those who browse Yahoo!

more actively also tend to purchase less at the retailer, independent of ad ex-

posure. We see this clearly in the pre-campaign data in Table 4: treatment-

group members who would eventually see online ads purchased considerably

less (R$1.81) than those who would see no ads (R$2.15). This statistically

significant di↵erence (p < 0.01) confirms that shopping behavior is nega-

tively correlated with Yahoo! browsing and ad delivery, causing a large bias
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in cross-sectional observational measurement of causal e↵ects—opposite in

sign and more than three times larger than the treatment e↵ect.

Knowledge of this selection bias guides our search for a more statistically

precise estimator of advertising e↵ectiveness. We would love to exclude

unexposed treatment-group members: since advertising has no e↵ect on

those who do not see it, these individuals contribute nothing but noise to our

estimates. However, simply omitting unexposed treatment-group members

would be a big mistake, because the remaining treatment-group members

would not represent the same population as the control group. Table 4

shows this selection bias in the pre-campaign data: in the absence of any

advertising treatment, to-be-exposed treatment-group members purchase an

average of R$1.81, while control-group members purchase an average of

R$1.95—a statistically significant di↵erence of -R$0.13 (p = 0.002)!

During the campaign, this gap between exposed and unexposed treat-

ment group members becomes considerably smaller than it was in the pre-

campaign data. Untreated individuals’ sales drop by R$0.10 during the cam-

paign period, while treated individuals’ sales remained constant. Control-

group mean sales fell by R$0.10 during the same period, just like the un-

treated portion of the treatment group. The data suggest that advertising

had a positive e↵ect that prevented a similar drop in purchases by treated

individuals during this time period. This observation leads to our preferred

estimator, a di↵erence in di↵erences between treated and untreated individ-

uals, where untreated pools control-group members together with unexposed

members of the treatment group.
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C. Estimating the Di↵erence in Di↵erences

A di↵erence-in-di↵erences (DID) model leverages the panel nature of our

data, using the fact that we observe the same individuals both before and

after the start of the ad campaign. We generalize equation 2 by indexing

time by t and introducing a term ↵

i

to capture the individual heterogeneity

in purchases that we have just observed to be correlated with viewing ads,

and a variable ⌧ that represents changes in average sales across time peri-

ods. Then we compute a before-after di↵erence to eliminate the individual

unobserved heterogeneity ↵

i

:

y

it

= �x

it

+ ⌧

t

+ ↵

i

+ ✏

it

(4)

�y

it

= ��x

it

+�⌧

t

+ ↵

i

� ↵

i

+�✏

it

(5)

�y

i

= �x

i

+�⌧ +�✏

i

.(6)

The di↵erence-in-di↵erences estimator expressed in equation 6 involves two

time periods: the “pre” period of two weeks before the start of the campaign

and the “post” period of two weeks after its start.20 Since no one saw the

ad campaign in the pre-period, x
i,pre

= 0, implying that �x = x

i,post

, which

is simply x

i

from equation 2.

We estimate this di↵erence equation via ordinary least squares (OLS),

obtaining a estimate of � directly comparable to the previous treatment-

on-the-treated estimate of R$0.083 (0.059). This specification, unlike the

specifications in section III.A, pools together everyone who saw no ads in

the campaign, including both the control group and those treatment-group

20Though we have three weeks of pre-period data available, we use only two weeks
here for symmetry and simplicity of exposition (two weeks are intuitively comparable to
two weeks). Weekly results using a three-week baseline can be found in Table 6.
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members who ended up not to seeing any ads. This ends up reducing the

standard errors because the split between exposed and unexposed users

turns out to be more e�cient, close to 50:50 versus the 80:20 split we man-

aged to convince the advertiser to use in the experiment.

Using di↵erence in di↵erences, the estimated average treatment e↵ect of

viewing at least one of the retailer’s ads during the campaign is R$0.102,

with a standard error of R$0.043 (column 3 in Table 5). This e↵ect is

statistically significant (p = 0.018) as well as economically significant, rep-

resenting an average increase of 5% on treated individuals’ sales. Based on

the 814,052 treated individuals, the estimate implies an increase in revenues

for the retailer of R$83,000 ± 68,000 (95% confidence interval) due to the

campaign. Because the cost of the campaign was approximately R$25,000,21

the point estimate suggests that the ads produced more than 325% as much

revenue as they cost the retailer. Assuming a 50% margin on the cost of

goods sold, this represents a rate of return of 66%, a substantial economic

impact.

D. Evaluating the Assumptions of DID

The main identifying assumption of the DID model is that each individ-

ual’s idiosyncratic tendency ↵

i

to purchase from the retailer is constant over

time, and thus the treatment variable is uncorrelated with the error term

(�⌧ +�✏

i

) in equation 6. That is, while individual purchase levels are cor-

related with ad exposure, we assume that individual time-series di↵erences

are not. This assumption could be violated if some external event, before

21These ads were more expensive than a regular run-of-network campaign. The cus-
tomer targeting commanded a large premium. In our cost estimates, we report the dollar
amounts (scaled by the retailer’s “exchange rate”) paid by the retailer to Yahoo!
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or during the experiment, had di↵erent e↵ects on the retail purchases of

those who did versus did not see ads. For example, if the retailer simul-

taneously launched a direct-mail campaign that was more likely to reach

individuals who browsed less often on Yahoo!, such a negative correlation

would result in our underestimating the true e↵ect of the ads on Yahoo! The

assumption could also be violated if individual-specific shocks (birthdays,

vacations, bonuses) were correlated both with purchase behavior and with

Yahoo! browsing behavior.22 Fortunately, our clean experimental estimate

of R$0.083 is very similar in magnitude to the DID estimates of R$0.102,

reassuring us about the validity of our DID specification.23 Thus, even when

we exploit non-experimental variation in the data, we still make important

use of the experiment: the experiment generates more variation in advertis-

ing exposure than we would have had in pure observational data and also

gives us ground truth against which to check the DID assumptions.

A key di↵erence between our preferred DID estimator and our original

treatment-control estimator is that DID compares treated and untreated

individuals (pooling the unexposed part of the treatment group with the

control group), rather than simply comparing treatment and control groups.

We perform a formal specification test of the pooling assumption by com-

22 Lewis, Rao, and Reiley (2011) use experiments to show the existence of “activity
bias” in observational studies of online-advertising e↵ectiveness: various online activities
show high variance across days as well as high correlation across activities, and therefore
viewing an ad is positively (but non-causally) correlated with visiting an advertiser’s
website on a given day. A DID estimator would not correct for such activity bias: with
individual-specific shocks, yesterday’s incarnation of a person is not a good control for
today’s. The DID assumption seems a better bet in the present context because we
are using lower-frequency data and examining e↵ects on o✏ine (rather than just online)
behavior. Further, our specification checks comparing DID to unbiased experimental
estimates show that any bias in this setting is considerably smaller than the large e↵ects
documented for online behavior by Lewis, Rao, and Reiley (2011).

23While this specification test is somewhat low-powered, it still tells us that our sta-
tistical assumption is plausible. By contrast, we saw above that using endogenous cross-
sectional variation fails miserably in a comparison to the clean experimental estimator.
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paring pre-post sales di↵erences in the control group versus the unexposed

part of the treatment group. The unexposed part of the treatment group has

a mean pre-post sales di↵erence just R$0.001 less than that of the control

group, and we cannot reject the hypothesis that these two groups’ mean dif-

ferences are the same (p = 0.988). As a consequence, DID estimators where

the baseline untreated individuals are either the control group or the unex-

posed part of the treatment group yield nearly identical estimates of R$0.101

(0.056) and R$0.102 (0.051), respectively (columns 4 and 5, Table 5).

We prefer the DID estimate to the simple experimental estimate because

it shows a one-third reduction in the standard error of the treatment e↵ect

on the treated, from R$0.059 down to R$0.043.24 Even if the point estimate

had remained the same at R$0.083, we still could have claimed statistical

significance at conventional levels (p = 0.054). But in addition to tighter

confidence intervals, we also obtain an increase in the point estimate from

R$0.083 to R$0.102. This appears to depend largely on the (statistically

insignificant) di↵erences in sales between treatment and control before the

campaign, when the control group purchased slightly more than the treat-

ment group: R$1.945 versus R$1.934. This random one-cent di↵erence in

pre-period baseline sales, when properly scaled up using the 0.64 ad exposure

rate to R$0.019, accounts for the entire di↵erence between the estimates.

As a robustness check, we compute a di↵erence in di↵erences uncontam-

inated by non-experimental variation, comparing treatment versus control

rather than treated versus untreated users. Formally, we use the the di↵er-

24If two estimators are based on valid assumptions, researchers should prefer the es-
timator with the smallest variance. Selecting the estimator on the variance (second
moment) of an adaptive estimator like OLS should not bias the conditional mean.
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ence equation (6) and first-stage equation (3) from above:

�y

i

= �x

i

+�⌧ +�✏

i

(7)

x

i

= ⇡Z

i

+ ⌫

i

Here we again use 2SLS. This model (column 6 in Table 5) gives nearly the

same point estimate as our preferred DID estimator: intent to treat R$0.064,

treatment on the treated R$0.101, confirming that the di↵erence between

the experimental and preferred DID estimators is likely due to random di↵er-

ences in pre-period sales between treatment and control. Of course, without

the additional e�ciency gained from using the non-experimental variation in

advertising, this experimental DID estimate remains statistically insignifi-

cant at conventional levels (p = 0.227). Given the size of the standard

errors, we do not wish to emphasize the increase in the point estimate; a

conservative reader is welcome to use R$0.083 as their preferred estimate

of the treatment e↵ect.25 We prefer the greater statistical e�ciency of the

DID model, finding its identification assumptions to be credible.

We note that many types of measurement error could cause our estimates

of the e↵ects of advertising to be understated. While we do not know the

exact matching algorithm used by the third party, mismatching of sales

and advertising data can happen in several ways. For example, the third

25Though we have modeled the treatment e↵ect as additive, we could instead model
it as a constant percentage e↵ect using a di↵erence-in-log-di↵erences estimate at the
level of group averages. This could produce a slightly di↵erent estimate given that the
unexposed group purchases 14% more than the exposed group, on average, during the
baseline pre-period (R$2.06 versus R$1.81). Formally, we write:

(8) E[�] = (log(E[y
E,t

])� log(E[y
E,t�1]))� (log(E[y

U,t

])� log(E[y
U,t�1])).

We estimate E[�]=5.0% (2.3%), corresponding to a treatment e↵ect of R$0.091 (0.041)
(column 7 in Table 5) computed by multiplying E[�] ⇥ E[y

E,t�1]. This estimate lies
midway between the R$0.083 experimental and the R$0.102 DID estimates.
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party who matched the data may have allowed for imperfect matches, such

as assuming that two women named Barbara Smith are a single person.

Another example is that if a husband browses Yahoo while his wife is logged

in to the home computer, we assume she was exposed to the advertising

though in fact she was not. In both examples we analyze the customer’s

sales assuming they were treated, even though we never delivered ads to

them. Further, an ad featuring, say, boots at our retailer might stimulate

spillover sales of boots at another retailer, and we would thereby fail to

measure the full impact of the advertising. Finally, our results will also

underestimate true e↵ects to the extent that our retailer fails to attribute

every single purchase to the correct individual customer.

IV. Measuring Longer-Run E↵ects of Advertising

We now investigate longer-term e↵ects of the ads after the campaign has

ended. One possible case is that the e↵ects could persist, increasing sales

even after the campaign is over. Another case is that the e↵ects are short-

lived and only increase sales during the period of the campaign. A third

possibility is that advertising could have negative long-run e↵ects if it causes

intertemporal substitution by shoppers: purchasing today what shoppers

would have purchased a few weeks later anyway. Simester et al. (2009), who

experimented with a retailer’s frequency of catalog mailings, found evidence

of such intertemporal substitution, as the firm’s best customers responded

largely by accelerating purchases forward in time rather than providing truly

incremental purchases. In this section, we distinguish empirically between

these three competing hypotheses.
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A. Sales One Week After the Campaign Ended

We first focus on the six weeks of data the retailer provided to analyze

the campaign. This includes three weeks of data before, two weeks during,

and one week after the campaign. To test the above hypotheses, we use the

same di↵erence-in-di↵erences model as before, but this time include in the

“post” period the third week of sales following the start of the two-week

campaign. For symmetry, we also use all three weeks of pre-period sales, in

contrast to the previous section’s results using only two weeks both pre and

post. As before, the DID model compares the pre-post di↵erence for treated

individuals with the pre-post di↵erence for untreated individuals (including

both control and untreated treatment-group members).

Using our preferred DID estimator (equation 6), we find that the estimated

ad e↵ect increases from R$0.102 (0.043) for two weeks to R$0.166 (0.052)

for three weeks (column 8 in Table 5). To isolate the e↵ects in the third

week alone, we run DID comparing the third week’s sales with the average

of the three pre-campaign weeks’ sales. This gives an estimate of R$0.061

with a standard error of R$0.024 (p = 0.01), indicating that the e↵ect in the

third week is both statistically and economically significant. Importantly,

the e↵ect in the week after the campaign (R$0.061) is just as large as the

average per-week e↵ect during the two-week campaign (R$0.051).

B. Persistence for More Than One Week after the Campaign

Could the e↵ects persist beyond a week after the campaign ends? We

investigate using sales data originally collected to evaluate the follow-up

campaign. The retailer provided three weeks of “pre-period data” for the

follow-up campaign; these three weeks fortunately begin immediately after
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the post-campaign sales data provided for the main campaign.26

In order to check for extended persistence of advertising, we use the same

DID model (6) as before, estimated on weekly sales.27 Our “pre-period”

sales will be the weekly average of sales in the three weeks preceding the

start of the campaign. Our “post-period” sales will be the sales during a

given week after the start of the campaign. We then compute a separate DID

estimate for each week of the approximately nine weeks after the beginning

of the main campaign.28

Table 6 displays the results, and Figure 5 represents them graphically.

In the figure, vertical lines indicate the beginning (solid) and end (dashed)

of each campaign. The estimated treatment e↵ects in later weeks thus in-

clude cumulative e↵ects of the campaigns run to date. The average weekly

treatment e↵ect on the treated is R$0.035, with individual weekly estimates

ranging from R$0.004 to R$0.061. Although most of the individual weekly

26 The campaigns did not start and end on the same day of the week, so we end up
with a three-day overlap between the third week after the start of the campaign and the
third week prior to the start of the follow-up campaign. That is, those three days of sales
are counted twice. We correct for this double-counting by scaling the estimates by the
appropriate ratio. In the cumulative estimates over the entire period, this is the ratio of
8 weeks to 8 weeks and 3 days, due to the 3-day double-counting.

27We adapt the model slightly to accommodate varying post-campaign time windows
by rescaling the pre-campaign period to be proportional in units of time:

(9) �y = y

t

� w

t

w

t�1
y

t�1

where w
t

equals the number of units of time (e.g., weeks) in time window t. For example,
if we are comparing a 3-week pre-campaign period to an 8-week post-campaign period,
we would use �y = y

8wk

post

� 8
3y

3wk

pre

. We use this to estimate both the total e↵ects over a
multi-week period and separate e↵ects for each week.

28 Because the follow-up campaign lasted ten days rather than an even number of
weeks, the second “week” of the campaign consists of only three days instead of seven.
In this case of a 3-day “week,” we scale up the sales data that week by 7/3 to keep
consistent units of sales per week. This implicitly assumes that purchasing behavior
and treatment e↵ects are the same across days of the week, which is an imperfect, but
reasonable approximation, especially considering that the three-day “week” represents
such a minor fraction of the long-run period of study.
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Table 6—Weekly Summary of Treatment Effect on the Treated

Treatment E↵ect* Robust S.E.

The Campaign
Week 1 During R$ 0.047 (0.024)
Week 2 During R$ 0.053 (0.024)

Week 1 Following R$ 0.061 (0.024)
Follow-up Campaign

3 Weeks Before R$ 0.011 (0.028)
2 Weeks Before R$ 0.030 (0.029)
1 Week Before R$ 0.033 (0.024)
Week 1 During R$ 0.052 (0.029)

Week 2 (3 Days) R$ 0.012 (0.023)
Week 1 Following R$ 0.004 (0.028)

Average R$ 0.035 (0.016)

Note: N=1,577,256 customers per week. * When computing the treatment e↵ect on the
treated, “treated” individuals are those who have seen at least one ad in either campaign
prior to or during that week.

treatment e↵ects are statistically indistinguishable from zero (95% confi-

dence intervals graphed in Figure 5), we find it striking that every single

point estimate is positive.29 We particularly note the large, positive e↵ects

estimated during the inter-campaign period, more than three weeks after

ads stopped showing for the campaign. Given the evidence of persistence

and the fact that we did not re-randomize between campaigns, we do not

attempt to measure separate e↵ects for the follow-up campaign on its own,30

so we focus instead on the combined e↵ects of both campaigns.

To measure the cumulative treatment e↵ect of both campaigns, we esti-

mate DID on all nine weeks of data following the start of the campaign. We

29To avoid overstating the significance of this observation, we note that the weekly
estimates are not mutually independent. Each week’s DID estimator uses the same three
weeks of pre-campaign data, and sales are also modestly correlated from week to week.

30Indeed, Table 6 shows that the di↵erence in treatment e↵ect from before to after the
start of the follow-up campaign is positive but not statistically significant.
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Figure 5. Weekly DID Estimates of the Treatment Effect

then rescale this number to get a total e↵ect across the entire time period of

observation, since the “nine-week” time period actually includes a total of

only eight weeks.31 This gives us our eight-week DID estimate of R$0.298

(R$0.121) (column 9 in Table 5).

To estimate the aggregate revenue impact of the campaigns, we multiply

our estimate of R$0.298 by the average number of users who had already

been treated with ads in a given week. This multiplication by 868,000 gives

us a 95% confidence interval of the total incremental revenues due to ads

of R$259,000 ± 206,000. For comparison, the total cost of these ads was

R$33,000. Thus, our point estimate says that the total revenue benefit of

the ads was nearly eight times their cost, while even the lower bound of our

95% confidence interval is two times the cost. Assuming a 50% margin for

31The first of three weeks prior to the start of the follow-up campaign overlaps with the
week following the campaign for three days (see footnote 26). In addition, the follow-up
campaign’s second “week” is actually only three days, since the campaign ran for only
ten days (see footnote 28).
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Figure 6. Weekly DID Specification Test

the retailer, this lower bound represents break-even. That is, the e↵ect of

the two campaigns is statistically significant and economically profitable.

Specification tests for each of the weekly estimates validate our DID es-

timator. Similar to the specification test computed above for the two-week

DID estimate, these tests determine whether the control group and the un-

treated members of the treatment group might pursue di↵erent time-varying

purchasing behavior, which would invalidate our DID estimator’s strategy

of pooling these two groups. We present the results of the weekly estimates

of this di↵erence in Figure 6. During each of the 9 weeks following the start

of the campaign, the di↵erence in time-series di↵erences between control

and untreated treatment group members fails to reject the null hypothesis

that the DID model is correctly specified.

C. Summary of Persistence Results

To summarize, we find that the retail image advertising in this experiment

led to persistent positive e↵ects on sales for a number of weeks after the ads
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stopped showing. When accounting for these e↵ects, we find a large return

to advertising in our sample period. We still may be underestimating the

returns to advertising because our sales data end shortly after the follow-

up campaign, so we will miss any additional e↵ects persisting beyond the

end of our sample period. The previous reasons for underestimation given in

section III.D also remain in force here, so we believe our estimates to be con-

servative. We hope to further investigate display advertising’s persistence

in future experiments with longer panels of sales data.

V. Decompositions of the Treatment E↵ect

In this section, we break down the treatment e↵ects along several dimen-

sions in order to better understand consumer responses to advertising. The

questions we address are most intuitively asked about a single campaign;

we focus on the first, larger, and more impactful campaign. Despite the

evidence on persistent e↵ects in Section IV, we also know longer time di↵er-

ences produce more scope for error in a di↵erence-in-di↵erences specification.

To be conservative, we ignore possible sales impacts more than a week after

the campaign. In this section, we compute the same di↵erence in di↵erences

as in section IV.A: three weeks before and after the start of the campaign,

comparing treated versus untreated individuals.

Our detailed analysis investigates four questions. First, we decompose

the e↵ects of online advertising into o✏ine versus online sales, showing that

more than 90% of the impact is o✏ine. Second, we demonstrate that 78% of

the substantial impact on in-store sales occurs for users who merely view but

never click the ads. Third, we find that the treatment e↵ect varies with the

number of ads viewed by each user. Fourth, we decompose the treatment
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Table 7—Offline/Online and Viewer/Clicker Ad Effect Decomposition

Total Sales O✏ine Sales Online Sales

Ads Viewed (�, eq. 6) R$ 0.166 R$ 0.155 R$ 0.011
[63.7% of Treatment Group] (0.052) (0.049) (0.016)

Ads Viewed, Not Clicked (�0, eq. 10) R$ 0.139 R$ 0.150 -R$ 0.010
[92.8% of Viewers] (0.053) (0.050) (0.016)

Ads Clicked (�1, eq. 10) R$ 0.508 R$ 0.215 R$ 0.292
[7.2% of Viewers] (0.164) (0.157) (0.044)

Note: DID estimates; bold denotes statistical significance at the ↵ = 0.05 level.

e↵ect into its impact on the probability of a transaction versus its impact

on the average purchase amount conditional on a transaction.

A. O✏ine versus Online Sales and Views versus Clicks

In Table 7, we decompose the treatment e↵ect into o✏ine and online

components by estimating DID separately for o✏ine and online sales. The

first line shows that most of the treatment e↵ect comes from brick-and-

mortar sales. The treatment e↵ect of R$0.166 per treated individual consists

of a R$0.155 e↵ect on o✏ine sales plus a R$0.011 e↵ect on online sales. That

is, 93% of the online ads’ total e↵ect was on o✏ine sales. This result will

surprise those who assume that online ads only impact online sales. In fact,

the e↵ect is approximately proportional to the relative size of the two sales

channels; the data in Table 3 indicate that approximately 85% of all sales

are o✏ine.

In online advertising, the click-through rate (CTR) quickly became a stan-

dard measure of performance, automatically providing much more informa-

tion than is available in traditional media campaigns. Still, the CTR does

not measure what advertisers care most about: the impact on sales. Fur-
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thermore, average click-through rates have fallen by an order of magnitude

during the short history of online display advertising, from 1.1% in 1998 to

0.09% in 2008.32 An interesting question is, therefore, “To what extent do

ad clicks capture the e↵ects of advertising on retail sales?”

We answer this question in the second and third lines in Table 7 by adding

heterogeneous treatment e↵ects to our DID estimator:

�y

i

= �0xi

· 1(Clicks = 0) + �1xi

· 1(Clicks > 0) +�⌧ +�✏

i

.(10)

We partition the set of treated individuals into those who clicked on an ad

(�1, line 3) versus those who merely viewed ads but did not click any of them

(�0, line 2). Of the 814,000 individuals treated with ads, 7.2% clicked on at

least one ad, while 92.8% merely viewed them. With respect to total sales,

we see a treatment e↵ect of R$0.139 on those who merely view ads, and a

treatment e↵ect of R$0.508 on those who click them. Our original treat-

ment e↵ect estimate can be decomposed into the separate e↵ects for viewers

versus clickers, using their relative weights in the population: R$0.166 =

(92.8%)(R$0.139) + (7.2%)(R$0.508). The first component—the e↵ect on

those who merely view but do not click ads—represents 78% of the total

treatment e↵ect. Thus clicks, though the standard performance measure in

online advertising, fail to capture the majority of the e↵ects on sales.

The click-versus-view results are qualitatively di↵erent for o✏ine than for

online sales. For o✏ine sales, those individuals who view but do not click ads

purchase R$0.150 more than untreated individuals, a statistically significant

32See Meland (1999), Holahan and Hof (2007), and Shein (2012) for data on the
historical decline in CTR. At 0.3%, our highly targeted advertising campaign had a
rather high CTR, three times that of the average display campaign in 2007.
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di↵erence. By contrast, for online sales, those who view but do not click have

a treatment e↵ect precisely measured to be near zero, so we can conclude

that ads do not cause non-clickers to buy much more online. Turning to the

set of clickers, we see that ads cause a large di↵erence in purchase amounts

in both o✏ine and online sales: R$0.215 and R$0.292, respectively. While

this treatment e↵ect for clickers is highly statistically significant for online

sales, it is insignificant for o✏ine sales due to a large standard error.

Finally, we note that DID is what makes our click-versus-view decompo-

sition possible. The experiment generated exogenous variation in views but

not in clicks. Clicks are fundamentally endogenous behavior, so comparing

the levels of sales for clickers versus non-clickers would have been biased

by selection e↵ects: those shoppers intrinsically likely to purchase the most

are probably also the most likely to click an ad. We assume that this het-

erogeneity is constant over time in order to use before-after di↵erences to

compare the impact of advertising on clickers versus non-clicking viewers.

B. Number of Ad Exposures

Recalling from Figure 2 that ad exposure widely varies across individuals,

we now ask how the treatment e↵ect varies with the number of ads seen.

We nonparametrically regress the 3-week pre-post di↵erence in sales on the

number of ad views during the campaign, estimating a variant of equation 6:

�y

i

= �(f
i

) +�⌧ +�✏

i

,(11)

where �(·) is an unknown advertising response function and f

i

is the number

of ad exposures for individual i. We use locally quadratic regression with

the Epanechnikov kernel and a bandwidth of 15 ad views to estimate �(·).
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Figure 7. Nonparametric Estimate of the Treatment Effect by Ad Views

The treatment e↵ect is zero for those who did not view ads, so we normalize

the curve’s intercept to equal zero for those with zero ad views.33 Figure 7

shows the nonparametric estimate with 95% pointwise confidence intervals.

We see that the treatment e↵ect is initially strongly increasing in the

number of ad views. A parametric linear regression on the range from 0

to 50 ad views gives a slope of R$0.0099 (0.0022) per impression. The

e↵ect peaks just under R$0.40 at 50 ads and hovers near this level until 100

impressions per person. Beyond this, the data becomes so sparse (only 6.1%

of the treatment group receives more than 100 impressions) that the e↵ect

is no longer statistically distinguishable from zero.

We caution that this graph may not represent the causal e↵ect of increas-

33Because we cannot observe counterfactual ad views for the control group, we must
rely on DID, pooling control-group members with untreated treatment-group members.
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ing the number of ads shown to a given individual. This causal interpretation

could easily be invalid because the number of ad views was not exogenously

varied by individual. Each individual has a browsing behavior “type” that

determines the distribution of pages they visit on Yahoo! and, indirectly,

the number of ads that user receives. We know from the previous results in

Table 4 that browsing behavior on Yahoo! is (negatively) correlated with

retail purchases in the absence of advertising, so we shy away from a causal

interpretation. We are on solid ground only when we interpret the graph as

displaying heterogeneous treatment e↵ects by the user’s browsing type.

How do the incremental revenues compare with the cost of delivering ads

to each type of user? The upward-sloping line on the graph represents the

retailer’s per-person cost of purchasing a given number of ad impressions.

This line has a slope of R$0.001, the retailer’s price per impression. Thus,

the graph shows the nonlinear revenue curve versus the linear cost curve

for a given number of advertisements delivered to a given individual. The

crossover that occurs at approximately 100 impressions is a break-even point

for revenue. For those individuals who viewed fewer than 100 ads (93.9% of

the treatment group), the increased sales exceed the cost of the ads.

So, what are the incremental profits? To transform the incremental-

revenue curve into profits, we again assume a 50% retail profit margin and

multiply the entire incremental-revenue curve by 50%, reducing its vertical

height by half. Due to this empirical curve’s shape, the break-even point

turns out to be nearly the same: around 100 ads per person. The retailer

might gain from a policy that caps the number of ad views per person at

100 by avoiding spending money on individuals for whom the benefits may

be less than the cost of the ads. This hypothesis could fruitfully be in-
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vestigated in future experiments, as could hypotheses about other types of

heterogeneous treatment e↵ects. In a companion paper which only uses the

experimental variation (Lewis and Reiley, 2012), we show that 38% of the

treatment e↵ect from this advertising campaign comes from the oldest 6% of

consumers. Using DID to estimate heterogeneous treatment e↵ects for age

and gender (whose details we omit from this paper for the sake of brevity),

we find similar but statistically stronger results. Thus, an advertiser could

increase e↵ectiveness per delivered online ad by using experiments to iden-

tify better targeting strategies (see also Lewis, Reiley and Schreiner, 2012).

C. Probability of Purchase versus Basket Size

We decompose advertising’s average e↵ect on purchases into two sepa-

rate components of interest to retailers: the e↵ect on the probability of a

transaction versus the e↵ect on the “basket size,” or purchase amount con-

ditional on a transaction. During the three-week period after the start of

the campaign, individuals treated with ads had a 6.48% probability of a

transaction, and the average basket size was R$40.72 among those who pur-

chased. The product of these two numbers gives the unconditional average

purchase amount of R$2.64 per person. We reproduce these numbers in

Table 8 alongside the treatment e↵ect estimates from a three-week pre-post

DID model for each variable of interest.

First we investigate advertising’s impact on the probability of a transac-

tion.34,35 The first row of Table 8 shows the statistically significant (p = 0.03)

34We include negative purchase amounts (net returns) as transactions in this analysis.
Since we previously found that advertising decreases the probability of a negative purchase
amount, this e↵ect would likely be larger if we restricted our analysis to positive purchases.

35We present a simple DID in sample proportions: our results are comparable to an
OLS linear probability model rather than to a nonlinear model like a probit.
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Table 8—Basket Size and Frequency Decomposition of Ad Effect

3-Week DID Treatment E↵ect Treated Group Level*

Pr(Transaction)
0.10%

6.48%
(0.05%)

Mean Basket Size
R$ 1.75

R$ 40.72
(0.74)

Revenue Per Person
R$ 0.166

R$ 2.639
(0.052)

Note: * Levels computed for those treated with ads during the campaign, using three
weeks of data following the start of the campaign.

increase of 0.102% in the probability of purchase due to the advertising. This

represents an increase of 1.6% in the average probability of a transaction.

Next we consider the e↵ect on basket size. Since the sales data are sparse

and most purchasers do not purchase in both time periods, we cannot employ

the same customer-level DID estimator as before. Instead, we compute DID

using group means (for each group, the mean over all nonzero purchase

amounts) and pay careful attention to possible time-series correlation when

computing standard errors.36 As shown in the second row of Table 8, the ad

campaign produced an increase in basket size of R$1.75, which is statistically

significant (p = 0.018). Compared with the baseline basket size of R$40.72,

this represents an increase of 4.5%.37

To summarize, we initially found that the treatment caused an increase of

R$0.166 in the average (unconditional) purchase amount. This decomposes

36When comparing mean time-series di↵erences between treated individuals and un-
treated individuals, those two means are independent, so standard errors are straightfor-
ward. But when computing DID for four group means, pre- and post-campaign basket-
size estimates are correlated from some customers purchasing in both periods.

37Because the advertising increases the number of purchasers, the change in average
basket size conflates two e↵ects: the change in inframarginal customers’ purchase amounts
and any di↵erence in marginal and inframarginal customers’ average purchase amounts.
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into an increase of 0.102% in the probability of a transaction and an increase

of R$1.75 in the purchase amount conditional on a transaction, representing

percentage increases over baseline of 1.6% and 4.5%, respectively. Thus,

we estimate that about one-fourth of the treatment e↵ect appears to be

due to increases in the probability of a transaction and about three-fourths

due to increases in basket size. We hope these empirical observations will

eventually contribute to a deeper understanding of the mechanisms by which

advertising a↵ects consumers.

VI. Conclusion

Despite the economic importance of the advertising industry, the causal

e↵ects of advertising on sales have been extremely di�cult to quantify. In

this study, we make progress in this measurement problem by conducting a

large-scale field experiment that systematically varies advertising to over one

million retail customers on Yahoo! Even with such a large individual-level

dataset, we have just barely reached the frontier of measuring economically

meaningful e↵ects: our power calculations show that for a standard 5%

two-sided hypothesis test, even an advertising campaign that doubles the

advertiser’s money in the short run would be detected with only a 63% prob-

ability. Sales at this retailer have high variance, and this online advertising

campaign is just one of many factors that influence purchases. These facts

make the treatment-control di↵erences noisy. For more precise estimates, we

compute a di↵erence in di↵erences using a panel of weekly individual trans-

actions, exploiting both experimental and non-experimental variation in ad

exposure. This DID estimator requires more assumptions than the simple

experimental di↵erence, but both estimators give similar point estimates.
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Our primary result is that this advertising was profitable for the retailer.

We find positive, sizable, and persistent e↵ects of online retail advertising

on sales. The e↵ects appear to persist for several weeks after the last ad was

shown. In total, we estimate that the retailer’s incremental revenues were

more than seven times the cost of the ads.

Though some people assume that online advertising mostly impacts online

retail sales, we find the reverse to be true. This retailer records 85% of its

sales volume o✏ine, and we estimate 93% of the treatment e↵ect is on o✏ine

sales. Online advertising evidently can have a large e↵ect on o✏ine sales.

Even though clicks are a standard measure of performance in online-

advertising campaigns, we find that focusing only on clickers leads to a

serious underestimate of the campaign’s e↵ects. Clicks are a good predictor

of online sales but not of o✏ine sales. We decompose the total treatment

e↵ect to show that 78% of the lift in sales comes from those who view ads

but do not click them, while only 22% can be attributed to those who click.

We find that the ad e↵ect is largest for users who saw between 25 and 100

ad impressions during the campaign. We also find that online advertising

increases both the probability of purchase and the average purchase amount,

with three-quarters of the treatment e↵ect coming through increases in the

average purchase amount.

One of our most important results is a demonstration of just how poorly

one can measure the causal e↵ects of advertising using cross-sectional varia-

tion. If we had neither an experiment nor panel data, but instead attempted

to estimate these e↵ects using cross-sectional variation in endogenous ad ex-

posure, we would have obtained a result opposite in sign to the true estimate.

Futhermore, the magnitude of the selection bias would be more than three
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times the size of the true measured e↵ect of advertising.

In this experiment, we find a negative correlation between ad exposure and

baseline purchasing, but we believe that most cross-sectional observational

studies are likely to find a positive correlation, thereby leading to overesti-

mated e↵ects of advertising (see, for example, the comScore methodology

described in Abraham, 2008). Our sample includes only those users whom

the advertiser intended to target with the advertising campaign. In most

observational studies the researcher will not observe exactly which users

were targeted. Because advertisers usually target ads to those most likely

to be interested in the product, we should expect higher baseline purchases

from exposed than unexposed users. For example, those people who see an

ad for eTrade on the page of Google search results for the phrase “online

brokerage” are a very di↵erent population from those who do not see that

ad (because they did not search for that phrase). We might reasonably

assume that those who search for “online brokerage” are much more likely

to sign up for an eTrade account than those who do not search for “online

brokerage.” Thus, we can easily observe a positive, non-causal correlation

between advertising and consumer demand for the advertised good.

After multiple years of interactions with advertisers and advertising sales

representatives over such measurement issues, we have come to believe that

many advertisers do not have credible estimates of the e↵ects of their brand

advertising (for example, see eBay’s recent experience in Blake, Nosko and

Tadelis, 2013 ). Most advertisers do not systematically vary their levels of

advertising to measure its causal e↵ects, nor do they have good individual-

level panel data to account for unobserved heterogeneity. Thus, most prac-

titioners are unable to overcome problems of endogeneity, selection, and
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omitted-variable bias, nor do they even have a strong sense of the likely

magnitude of the biases. We have demonstrated that one technique used by

practitioners can easily have a bias three times the size of the e↵ect one is

attempting to estimate.

Another important result is our validation of the use of panel data in

observational studies of advertising e↵ectiveness. Implementing di↵erence

in di↵erences on the panel data gives us a very similar estimate to the

experimental di↵erence, and the DID estimate is robust to using di↵erent

subsets of the unexposed users as our pseudo-control group. In fact, by

supplementing our experimental variation with the non-experimental before-

after variation in sales, we obtain a more e�cient estimate of the treatment

e↵ect. The close match between our experimental estimator and our DID

estimator is good news for analysts who are unable to generate experiments

but have panel data on a large sample of exposed versus unexposed users.

However, we caution that this close match may easily fail in other settings.

In particular, the problem of online activity bias pointed out by Lewis, Rao

and Reiley (2011; see footnote 22 above for details) suggests that for many

online outcomes a panel estimator would fail to eliminate bias. We also note

that experiments can augment statistical power in an observational study:

in this case, the experiment created 200,000 of the 700,000 unexposed users.

In future research, we hope to replicate these results with other retailers.

We are using what we have learned in this study to design better exper-

iments. For example, future experiments should carefully mark control-

group members who could never have been exposed to the ads; excluding

these observations will give more e�cient estimates of treatment e↵ect on

the treated. We know that occasional attribution of purchases to the wrong
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customer almost certainly biases our estimates towards zero, and we hope

to reduce (or at least assess the size of) this bias through improved measure-

ment. We also hope to investigate related factors in online advertising, such

as the value of targeting customers with particular demographic or online-

browsing-behavior attributes that an advertiser may think desirable. The

ability to conduct a randomized experiment with a million customers and

to match individual-level sales and advertising data makes possible exciting

new measurements about the economic e↵ects of advertising, and we look

forward to additional explorations on this new frontier.
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